religious ties, and prevalence of mystical retribution and of mystical aggression upon the occurrence of human sacrifice in 'premodern societies'. Its emphasis upon the predictive power of the religious aspects of culture presents a bold challenge to previous materialist accounts of human sacrifice.
Our Involving Anthropology section, in keeping with its focus upon issues of wider concern to the public, features a revised version of the seventh memorial lecture delivered under the sponsorship of The Professor Ronald M. and Dr Catherine H. Berndt Research Foundation. In his article 'The Rights and Blights of the Politics in Indigenous Higher Education', Martin Nakata, a noted Torres Strait Islander scholar and director of the University of New South Wales-Nura Gili Indigenous Programs Unit, provides a passionate argument for a policy re-orientation of education for Indigenous people that transcends previous paradigms deriving from the politics of Indigenous self-determination in order to deal with the complexity of educational thinking and practice in the Indigenous sector. We hope, as always, that all these articles will not only inform academic discourses, but will provide a basis for evaluating and acting upon how we operate as citizens in the world.
Greg Acciaioli Co-editor, Anthropological Forum
